
Members Club - ‘Festival’ Trainer Notes – The Craven Meeting 2017 

Intro 

The purpose of these notes is to highlight positive stats for trainers that have traditionally done well 

at certain ‘Festivals’. HorseRaceBase appears to have around 71 such ‘Festivals’ within their system 

building software, which makes research that bit easier. Many are 2-3 day Festivals such as this one.  

I am a firm believer that trainers are creatures of habit and will target certain meetings with the 

same type of horse and the same type of race, year after year. They don’t all do that of course, but 

enough do, especially on the Flat.  

These notes are only ever a guide and a starting point. Often we will be dealing with small enough 

sample sizes. You are free to use the information as you please. I have tried to focus on the ‘positives’ 

rather than any negative stats. I don’t think this approach should ever put you off a horse; more 

highlight the positive chances of others.  

I will be making NO commitment to highlighting any ‘qualifiers’ in the Members Daily Posts. Time 

allowing I will try and post up any horses of interest against the notes, but by all means feel free to 

use the comments to highlight any horses that catch your eye etc.  

** 

The Craven Meeting 2017 

I have looked at the last 5 meetings and have focussed on those trainers with 5 or more winners in 

the period.  

Total 5 year stats: 873 races / 85 wins / 233 placed horses 

All stats are for ‘any odds’ unless otherwise stated.  

** 

John Gosden  

All Runners:- 

 7/2 or shorter: 9/21,17p, +7 SP, +7 BFSP 

 9 Furlongs Only: 3/6,4 p, +12 SP, +15 BFSP 

 Class 1,2,3: 6/19,10p, +8 SP, +11 BFSP  

o 10/3 or shorter: 5/9,7p, +7 , +7 BFSP  

 Group 3: 3/9,6p, +9 , +12 BFSP  

 Age 4 or older: 2/3,3p, +12 SP , +15 BFSP  

 Distance Move- 

o Up 0.5f,1f,2f from last run: 6/11,8p, +15 SP, +18 BFSP  

 

** 



Richard Hannon (jnr)  

 Non Handicaps (excludes Maidens/Novice races): 5/22,9p, +29 SP, +38 BFSP 

 Non Handicaps 

o 14/1 or bigger: 2/7,3p, +34 SP, +42 BFSP 

o Class 1 + 2: 5/18,8p, +33 SP, +41 BFSP 

o Group 3: 3/10,4p, +12 SP, + 14 BFSP  

o 3 career runs only: 3/5,4p, +26 SP, +34 BFSP  

 Ran at a Newmarket Track (Rowley or July) Last Time Out: 3/7,4p, +16 SP, +17 BFSP 

 

** 

Charles Hills 

 A ‘negative’ (cue 25/1 winner…): bigger than 16/1 SP… 0/17,0p 

16/1 or shorter SP –  

 Class 4: 3/14, 4p, +14 SP, +21 BFSP  

 3yo only or 3yo+  races: 6/29,11p, +15 SP, +22 BFSP  

 GB + USA Bred: 4/15,6p, +21 SP, +28 BFSP  

 3rd/4th/5th LTO: 5/10,6p, +17 SP, +20 BFSP  

‘Micro’ 

 3yo Only Race/0-4 career runs/16/1< 

o 5/20,8p, +20 SP, +27 BFSP  

 

** 

Saeed Bin Suroor 

 Last 3 meetings, all runners: 5/17,7p, +13 SP, +15 BFSP (0/9,1p in the two years before that) 

 A ‘negative’: SP bigger than 10/1, 0/7,0p (small enough sample)  

 Maiden Races: 2/8,2p, +9 SP, +10 BFSP 

 0 Career Runs: 3/11,3p, +7 SP, +9 BFSP  

 GB Bred: 4/13,6p, +8 SP, +10 BFSP  

 Class 4: 4/13,4p, +14 SP, +16 BFSP (4/8,4p last 3 meetings)  

 

** 

 

 



Godolphin  

An ‘ownership’ angle here, with the boys in blue… mainly SBS and C Appleby, although it looks like 

they have changed policy, buying horses and keeping them with their trainers… 

 Maiden Races: 4/17,4p, +9 SP, +11 BFSP 

 2-3 career runs only: 5/10,5p, +17 SP, +18 BFSP  

‘Micro’  

 8/1< SP / 8-10 furlongs: 9/23,12p, +26 SP, +28 BFSP  

 Within this ‘micro’ 

o 0-3 career runs: 8/18,9p, +26 SP 

o 0 career runs: 3/6,4p, +12 SP, +14 BFSP 

o 2-3 career runs: 5/9,5p, +18 SP, +19 BFSP  

 

** 

Other Pointers 

Trainer + Race Type 

(‘Non-Handicap’ excludes Maidens/Novice races, mainly ‘stakes’ races)  

 B J Meehan/Maiden: 2/8,4p, +33 SP, +46 BFSP  

 Hugo Palmer/Non Handicap: 2/4,3p, +3 SP, +3 BFSP  

 K Ryan/Handicap: 2/5,3p, +15 SP , +18 BFSP 

 

Trainer + Distance 

 K Ryan/6-6.5f: 3/8,3p, +18 BFSP,+22 BFSP  

 W Haggas/8-8.5f: 2/4,3p, +5 SP, +5 BFSP 

 B J Meehan/7-7.5f: 2/5,3p, +36 SP, +49 BFSP  

 Jane Chapple-Hyam/9-9.5f: 2/2,2p,+7 SP, +8 BFSP 

 C Hills/6-6.5f: 2/8,4p, +4 SP, +4 BFSP 

 

Trainer + Class 

 R A Fahey/Class 1: 3/7,4p, +6 SP, +7 BFSP  

 Sir Michael Stoute/Class 3: 2/5,3p, +9 SP, +10 BFSP  

** 

Notes Complete 


